
Instruction Manual for LED Underwater Light Housing

INTRODUCTION

Thank you for the purchase of our quality product. Used carefully and in accordance with

the instructions set out below. Please read and keep these instructions for future

reference.

PRECAUTIONS SECURITY

1. This lamp is designed to be used only once. Should it become defective, repair is impossible,

and replacement is necessary.

2. Do not manipulate any electrical component with wet feet.

3. It serves the previous installation. Only requirement that a sealed 12V transformer is

suitable for swimming pools.

4. In the electrical pre-installation use materials suitable for swimming pools.

5. It is important to respect the polarity of the electric cable.

6. Do not use electronic transformers that could damage the product. An industrial

frequency transformer: a toroidal transformer or a square transformer should be used.

7. The people who are in charge of the installation must have the qualifications required

for this type of work.

8. Avoid contact with electrical voltage.

9. Comply with current regulations regarding accident prevention.

10. The replacement must be done with the lamp disconnected from the electrical power.

11. The manufacturer is not responsible in any case for the assembly, installation or

commissioning of any electrical component that has been inserted or manipulated in places

other than its own facilities.

BEFORE INSTALLING

1. Make sure that the previous electrical insta- llation is correctly carried out.

2. In the pre-installation use cable suitable for swimming pools.

3. Use watertight connection products. It is advisable to use the waterproof connectors.

4. Make sure that a 12V transformer suitable for swimming pool is installed before placing the

surface projector.

5. Take care to leave the two meters of cable wrapped inside the box, to be able to extract

the projector to the edge of the pool to facilitate its manipulation, lamp

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. To avoid dazzling, projectors directly away from the house of habitual viewing of the

swimming pool, are installed.

2. If the light is used in competition or training pool the projectors should be installed at

sides in order to avoid dazzing swimmers during evening training.

3. Bearing in mind the possiblility of having to change a bulb, the porjector should be

installed in an accessible place, either from the upper edge of the pool or from the lower

part of same. We recommend installation on the opper part in order to avoid emptying the

pool when having to charge the bulb.

4. The excess cable can be winded on the inside of the projector

General location measures Assembly overview



Fix the cable Screw until the assembly is fixed Put the stopper

Leave the two meters of free cable

Recessed the watertight box

Note: The installation material is not included

Install PAR56 lamp
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